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Abstract: Performance of chaotic communication in radio-over-fiber
(ROF) transmission based on optoelectronic feedback semiconductor lasers
is studied numerically. The chaotic carrier is generated by optoelectronic
feedback semiconductor lasers, where chaotic communication is realized
by synchronizing a receiver laser with a transmitter laser. Transmission
quality of different message encoding schemes, including additive chaos
modulation (ACM) and on-off shift keying (OOSK), are investigated and
compared. In this study, the dispersion and nonlinearity effects in the fiber
transmission module and the amplified spontaneous emission noise from
the optical amplifiers are considered. In the wireless channel, effects of
additive white Gaussian noise, multipath, and path loss are included. To
quantitatively study the performance of this chaotic communication system
in the ROF transmission, bit-error-rates (BER) of different transmission
lengths, message bit-rates, and signal-to-noise ratios are studied. The
optimal launched power and message strength that minimize the BER
while assuring effective communication security are discussed. While the
ACM scheme is shown to perform better in a fiber only configuration, the
OOSK scheme shows better immunity to the random effects and waveform
distortions presented in the wireless channel.
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1. Introduction

Optical chaotic communication has been studied extensively in recent years. In general, the
chaotic carriers can be generated by semiconductor lasers through optical injection [1, 2, 3], op-
tical feedback [4, 5], optoelectronic feedback [6, 7, 8], and electro-optic feedback [9]. The mes-
sage recovery is done by synchronizing a receiver laser to a transmitter laser [10]. While chaotic
communications have been proven feasible in a back-to-back configuration [10, 11, 12, 13],
studies with scenarios as in the practical communication environments have to be considered.

To extend the distance of transmission, chaotic communication with transmission through
optical fiber based on an electro-optics scheme has been studied [14]. Performance of chaotic
communication including transmission in dispersion shifted fibers based on optical feedback
system is characterized numerically [15]. To further extend the transmission into a wireless
channel, we study the performance of chaotic communication system in a radio-over-fiber
(ROF) scenario based on an OEF scheme. Compared to the OI and OF systems that require
stringent optical phase synchronization, the OEF scheme can be synchronized easily and does
not require expensive high-speed modulator as needed in an EO scheme.

In this paper, we first consider the effect of the fiber module in a chaotic communication sys-
tem based on optoelectronic feedback laser. Furthermore, the random influences and additional
noises from the wireless channel are added and discussed. This radio-over-fiber configuration
not only extends the transmission distance, but also provides the possible mobility and porta-
bility for secured communications.
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Fig. 1. Schematic setup of the chaotic communication in ROF system based on optoelec-
tronic feedback semiconductor lasers. Dashed and solid lines indicate electronic and optic
paths, respectively.

2. Simulation model

2.1. Transmitter and receiver lasers

Figure 1 shows the schematic setup of the chaotic communication in radio-over-fiber (ROF)
system based on optoelectronic feedback semiconductor lasers. In the transmitter, the laser out-
put is converted into electric current through a photodetector and fed back to the laser through
the bias current. The nonlinear dynamics of the transmitter laser can be controlled by vary-
ing the operational parameters, namely the feedback strength and the delay time. Message re-
covery is done by synchronizing the receiver laser with the transmitter laser in an open-loop
configuration, in which the receiver laser has similar intrinsic parameters with the transmitter
laser [16, 17]. The transmitter and the receiver lasers are simulated using the model described
in [1, 6] with the following normalized dimensionless rate equations:

dat,r

dt
=

1
2

[
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γsJ̃t,r
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+ξt,rγs(J̃t,r +1)(1+2at(t − τt,r)+at(t − τt,r)2) (3)

Here, a is the normalized field, φ is the optical phase, ñ is the normalized carrier density,
γc, γs, γn, and γp are the cavity decay rate, spontaneous carrier decay rate, differential carrier
relaxation rate and the nonlinear carrier relaxation rate, respectively, b is the linewidth enhance-
ment factor, and J̃ is the normalized dimensionless injection current parameter. The subscript
r and t refer to the transmitter and the receiver lasers respectively. For the transmitter laser,
the output is fed back with a feedback strength ξ t and a delay time τt , while the receiver laser
is injected with a coupling strength ξr and a transmission propagation time τr, respectively.
In our simulation, the following experimentally measured intrinsic dynamical parameters of a
high-speed semiconductor laser [18] are used for both the transmitter and the receiver lasers:
γc = 2.4×1011s−1, γs = 1.458×109s−1, γn = 3J̃×109s−1, γp = 3.6J̃×109s−1, and b = 4. The
lasers are both biased at a value of J̃ = 1/3, while the feedback and coupling strengths ξ t and
ξr are both set to a level of 0.1. With this coupling strength, the receiver laser is operated in a
linear operation regime that it is identically synchronized to the transmitter laser [16, 17]. The
relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser is f r = (γcγn + γsγp)1/2/2π , which is about 2.49
GHz with the parameters used in this simulation. Second-order Runge-Kutta method is used to
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solve these coupled rate equations.

2.2. ACM and OOSK message encoding schemes

Two message encoding schemes, including additive chaotic modulation (ACM) and on-off shift
keying (OOSK), are considered and compared in this study. As shown in Fig. 1, for the ACM
scheme, the message is modulated onto the chaotic carrier and is transmitted to the receiver
and fed back to the transmitter simultaneously. For the OOSK scheme, on the other hand, the
message is encoded by modulating the bias current of the transmitter laser so that the laser
is switching, or shifting, back and forth between two different dynamic states. In the ACM
scheme, message recovery is done by synchronizing the receiver laser with the transmitter laser
and then subtract the reproduced chaotic waveform from the channel signal, while in the OOSK
scheme, the decoding is realized by calculating the synchronization error between the two lasers
to identify if the transmitter laser is in an ON (bit 1) or an OFF (bit 0) state.

3. Fiber transmission module

3.1. Description of the fiber transmission module

In this ROF chaotic communication system, the dispersion and nonlinearity effects in the fiber
module is described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [15]:

j
∂A
∂ z

= − j
2

αA− γ|A|2A+
1
2

β2
∂ 2A
∂T 2 +

1
6

β3
∂ 3A
∂T 3 (4)

, where A is the complex intracavity laser field amplitude, z is the propagation distance, T is
the time measured in a reference frame moving at group velocity, α is the fiber attenuation
coefficient, γ is the nonlinear coefficient, and β2 and β3 are the second-order and third-order
chromatic dispersions. The split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [19] is used to solve the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation in this study. It was numerically observed that chromatic dispersion in
the fiber distorts the transmitted waveform and therefore increases the synchronization error
significantly [15]. To obtain satisfactory communication performance, dispersion-shifted fiber
in a dispersion compensation map is considered in this study. The fiber parameters used are α
= 0.21 dB/km, β2 = 0.1 ps2/km, β3 = 0.1 ps3/km, and γ = 1.5 W−1km−1, respectively.

The fiber loss is compensated by amplifying the optical signal with optical amplifiers. These
amplifiers bring the optical power of the signal back to the original launched power level, but
simultaneously introduce additional amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The ASE
noise is modelled by an additive Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 = nsph f (G−1)Δ f , where G
is the amplifier gain to compensate transmission loss, nsp accounts for incomplete population
inversion, h is Plank’s constant, f is the signal carrier frequency and Δ f is the bandwidth
occupied by each discrete Fourier spectrum component. In our simulation, n sp is set to 2, or
noise figure of 6 equivalently.

3.2. Results with fiber transmission module

To optimize the performance while not compromising the security in communication, both the
initial power launched into the fiber and the strengths of the modulated messages are care-
fully investigated and are presented in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the BERs of the ACM and
OOSK schemes after propagating 50 km in the fiber with different initial launched powers.
The launched power is normalized to 4.5 mW (0 dB), which is the laser output power at free-
running condition. As can be seen, if the launched power is too high, severe distortions caused
by the nonlinear effect of the fiber degrade the decoding performance and result in a high BER.
Best BERs are found at normalized launched powers of -6 and -8 dB for the ACM and the
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Fig. 2. (a) BER of different initial launched powers and (b) Q of different normalized
message strengths for the ACM and OOSK schemes, respectively. The length of the fiber
is 50 km.

OOSK schemes, respectively. For a power that is lower than these optimal launched powers,
system performance degrades again due to the increased ASE noise from the necessary optical
amplifiers.

A large modulation depth of the message in general provides a better SNR, thus better de-
coding performance. However, to ensure the communication security, the message strength has
to be kept under a certain value so that the message cannot be recovered by an intruder without
synchronizing to the transmitter laser but simply filtering the channel signal. The benchmark of
this critical value can be defined as when the filtered signal has a Q-factor lower than 2, where
the eye in the eye-diagram is hardly opened. Figure 2(b) shows the Q of the filtered channel
signal of both the ACM and OOSK schemes with different message strengths. For the ACM
scheme, the normalized message strength is defined as the ratio between the message power
and the output power of the laser. For the OOSK scheme, the normalized message strength is
defined as the ratio between the modulation current to the DC biased current. As can be seen,
with a normalized message strength of less than 7 percents, the Q for both schemes fall below
the benchmark of 2. In this study, the message strengths of the ACM and the OOSK schemes
are chosen to be at 1.4 and 4.1 percents, respectively, which the corresponding Q of the filtered
signals are both well below the benchmark so that the security is ensured.
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Fig. 3. Decoded messages of the ACM and OOSK schemes after propagating over fiber
with lengths of (a) 0 (back-to-back), (b) 50 km, and (c) 250 km, respectively.
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With the optimal launched powers and message strengths chosen, the decoded messages
of the ACM and the OOSK schemes with a message bit-rate of 1 Gbps are plotted in Fig.
3. Figures 3(a)-(c) show the decoded messages after propagating over fiber with lengths of 0
(back-to-back), 50 km, and 250 km, respectively. For the back-to-back case shown in Fig. 3(a),
the ACM scheme shows perfect synchronization and the encoded message is fully recovered.
This is because the encoding message adds equally to the bias currents of the transmitter and
the receiver lasers, which makes them identical to each other and therefore have a perfect syn-
chronization. For the OOSK scheme, on the contrary, the message is encoded and modulated
only on the bias current of the transmitter laser but not the receiver laser. As the result, even
in the back-to-back situation, degradation in the decoded message is unavoidable. With a fiber
placed between the transmitter and the receiver lasers, the message recovery of both schemes
become worse as that is shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c).
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Fig. 4. BER of the ACM and OOSK schemes with different (a) fiber lengths and (b) mes-
sage bit-rates, respectively. The fiber length in (b) is 50 km.

To quantify the effect of the fiber length and the message bit-rate on the performance of
message recovery, Figs. 4(a) and (b) plot the BER of the recovered messages for different
fiber lengths and message bit-rates, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the BER of the ACM
scheme is always lower than the OOSK scheme, and a BER lower than 10−9 (dashed line),
the benchmark set by conventional communications, can be achieved for fiber shorter than 150
km with a 1 Gbps message bit-rate. For higher message bit-rate, the performance of the OOSK
scheme is severely degraded compared to the ACM scheme. Fig. 4(b) shows the BER of the
ACM and the OOSK schemes with different message bit-rates. As can be seen, while both
schemes deteriorate as the bit-rate increases, the ACM scheme clearly outperforms the OOSK
scheme except in the case of very low bit-rate. This is because that, in the OOSK scheme, the
message is encoded by switching the laser back and forth between two different chaotic states.
As the message bit-rate increases and approaches the relaxation oscillation frequency of the
laser, the laser does not have sufficient time to stabilize in one state before it is suddenly being
switched to the other. Hence, this transient effect makes message recovery more difficult that
large synchronization errors are observed in both the ON and the OFF states. Compared to the
OOSK scheme, message modulation in the ACM scheme is done within the same chaotic state.
Therefore, since the transmitter and the receiver lasers are synchronized at all time, it shows
comparable better message recovery quality. Nevertheless, the maximum achievable bit-rate for
both schemes are ultimately limited by the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser (in our
case fr = 2.5 GHz).

Noted that in reality one cannot find two identical lasers that have exactly the same intrinsic
parameters. Therefore, to ensure the robustness of this communication system, the performance
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Fig. 5. Message recovery performances of the ACM (solid-circle) and OOSK (opened-
circle) schemes for different levels of parameter mismatch with a message bit-rate of 1
Gbps and a fiber length of 50 km. The parameter mismatch between the receiver laser and
the transmitter laser is normalized to the parameter of the transmitter laser.

of message recovery for different levels of parameter mismatch between the transmitter and re-
ceiver lasers is also studied. Figure 5 shows the message recovery performance of the ACM
(solid-circle) and OOSK (opened-circle) schemes for different levels of parameter mismatch
with a message bit-rate of 1 Gbps and a fiber length of 50 km. As can be seen, the perfor-
mance of the ACM scheme is more sensitive to the mismatch in γc and γn, but not as much in
the mismatch in γs and γp. For the OOSK scheme, the performance with negative parameter
mismatch is fairly robust while it drops sharply with positive mismatch. Since the transmitter
laser is switched between two different chaotic attractors, the performance (or equivalently, the
shape of the curve) of the OOSK scheme is strongly depending on the attractors of the ON and
OFF states initially chosen. In any case, the performances of both schemes are shown to be at a
level above the benchmark (Q= 6)in a range of mismatch of around 10 percents, which is con-
sidered practical in real applications. More detailed analysis on the robustness of this chaotic
communication system will be reported separately.

In sum, the ACM scheme has better performance compared to the OOSK scheme in fiber
transmission for the optoelectronic feedback system. Message bit-rate greater than 1 Gbps with
transmission length over 100 km is feasible. To further study the performance of this chaotic
communication system in an ROF scenario, wireless channel with path loss, AWGN, and mul-
tipath effect are considered.
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4. Radio-over-fiber transmission

4.1. Description of the wireless channel

In the ROF configuration, the path loss, AWGN, and multipath effect are considered in the
wireless channel. While the path loss can be compensated by amplification, effects of AWGN
and multipath contribute randomly to the received signal and which cause severe waveform
distortions. A two-path Rayleigh channel model [20] that includes a path with a fixed gain and
the others with random path delays and attenuations is considered in this study. The received
signal sr and the probability density function p(r) of Rayleigh channel can be expressed by

sr = rexp[ j(ω0t + θ )] (5)

p(r) =

⎧⎨
⎩

r
σ2

r
exp

(
− r2

2σ 2
r

)
r ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(6)

, where rexp( jθ ) = ∑n
i=1 ai exp( jθi), ω0 is the angular frequency of signal, n is the total number

of the signals, ai and θi present the amplitude and the phase of the ith path, and σ 2
r is the

Gaussian random variables, respectively. An indoor environment of the wireless channel is
assumed that the path delay and attenuation are randomly distributed between 1 to 100 ns and
0 to -20 dB, respectively.

4.2. Results with wireless channel
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Fig. 6. Decoded messages of the ACM and OOSK schemes in ROF after propagating over
wireless channel and fiber with lengths of (a) encoded message for reference, (b) 50 km,
and (c) 150 km, respectively.

We consider the path loss, AWGN, and multipath effects in the wireless channel together
with the dispersion and nonlinearity effects in the fiber module studied above. Figure 6 shows
the encoded and the decoded messges of the ACM and the OOSK schemes for the ROF trans-
mission, where Fig. 6(a) is the encoded message for reference. As can be seen in Figs. 6(b) and
(c), when the fiber transmission length increases from 50 km to 150 km, the decoded messages
in the ACM scheme distort much more severely than that of the OOSK scheme. To quantify the
performance, BER for different transmission distances of the ACM and the OOSK schemes in
ROF scenario are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the chaotic communication system in ROF transmission
with different fiber lengths. Since the random effect of the multipath dominates the waveform
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Fig. 8. Performance of the ACM and OOSK schemes in ROF with different SNR for fiber
length of 50 km, where (a) without and (b) with multipath effect.

distortion in the wireless channel, we show the performance of both without and with this ef-
fect in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 7(a), when the SNR is high enough
(50 dB:solid curves), the ACM scheme performs better than the OOSK scheme when only path
loss and AWGN are considered in the wireless channel. However, when the SNR is relatively
low (35 dB:dashed curves), the synchronization in the ACM scheme is destroyed by the large
noise presented in the wireless channel from the amplifier and AWGN noises and hence the
performance is comparably worse. When the multipath effect is taken into account as shown
in Fig. 7(b), the OOSK outperforms the ACM scheme. With a fiber length of 50 km and an
SNR of 50 dB (solid curves in Fig. 7(b)), the BER of the OOSK scheme is as low as 10−10

while the ACM scheme has a BER worse than 10−7. This is because the decoding in the ACM
scheme requires precise synchronization to recover the encoded message and which becomes
very difficult when elevated noise and random effects are presented. On the contrary, it is com-
parably easy in the OOSK scheme that the decoding is done simply by distinguishing if the
transmitter and the receiver lasers are in the same or different states. Figures 8(a) and (b) show
the performance of the ACM and the OOSK schemes for different SNR without and with the
multipath effect, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 8(a), while both schemes can achieve a
benchmark performance of BER= 10−9, the OOSK scheme performs slightly better than the
ACM scheme when only the path loss and AWGN noise are included in the wireless chan-
nel. When the multipath effect is taken into account, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the OOSK scheme
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clearly outperforms the ACM scheme and the benchmark can still be reached for SNR above 35
dB. As the result, the OOSK schemes shows to possess better noise tolerability than the ACM
scheme, which is extremely important in a practical communication environment such as the
ROF scenario discussed here.

5. Conclusion

We have numerically studied the performance of a chaotic communication system with
a radio-over-fiber channel based on optoelectronic feedback semiconductor lasers. Two
different encoding schemes, namely ACM and OOSK, are investigated and compared. In the
fiber transmission module, the dispersion and nonlinearity effects of fiber and the amplified
spontaneous emission noise of the amplifiers are considered. The ACM scheme shows better
performance then the OOSK for different transmission distances and message bit-rates. In
the radio-over-fiber scenario that includes the multipath and AWGN effects in the wireless
channel, the OOSK scheme outperforms the ACM scheme that it shows better noise immunity.

This work is supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan under contract NSC 95-
2112-M-007-011.
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